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I. INTRODUCTION
4r

awing Fiscal Year 1977, RMC Research Corporation, under contract

with the U.S. OffiCe of Education, Office of Planning, Budgeting, nd:

Elaluation,_gonduCted training workshops on the new ESEA Title I em lu;

ation and reporting system.for State-level Progip administrators an

evaluators. This report docbments-those activities that were carried
4 =

out by,RMC Research Corporation under 6entract 360-76-0316, ESEA Title

I Evaluation Workshops.

Initial development of the Title I evaluation and reporting. system
t

was begun by RMC in 1974, also under contract with USOE.' In the follow,

ing* year further developmental work proceeded, together with an effort

to Present the fundamental features of the system to administrative and

evaluation personnel in'each of the States. This effort helped to iden-

tify needed revisions in the system, as well as to provide an estimate

of the naturetand scope of the technical assistance that would be required

for its implementation. One "IN the resulting recommendations was that

training assistance be provided directly to State educational agencies .

(SEAs) through workshops.

Following a brief summary of tale purposes and development of the

evaluation system slid of the technical assistance efforts.theremainder

Of this report willlOcus upon ihe content, materials, and procedures

,tof the workshops, and-upo their role in the ove ;all training strategy.

Final revisions of the system do.Chmehtation will also be described.

l I

Background -t

Ihe-Elenientary and -Secondary, Education' Act of:1965 contains pro-

visions for federal aid-to education. Its Largest and probably best

known component, ;itle-I,authori financial assistance to local edu-

cational agencies (LEAs)'that have con ntrations of economically dis -,

advantaged children. Title I funds are t povide specialeducational"

programs for educationally disadvantaged ch ldren in those sites.

1



Federal evaluation requirements. Title I funds are allocated to

SEAs for distribution to their eligible_LEAs. It is the responsibility

of the LEAS to design, carry out, and evaluate the effectiveness of

their own Title I projects. 'Their evaluation results must be reported

annually.to their SEAs. The SEAs ate required to summarize local eval-

,/ cation data And submit annual State reports 63 USOE, which in turn re-'

ports to Congress. -7:

In the past, a number of attempts have been Lade to analyze and

synthesize the data in these State evaluation reports, in order to form

a picture of the nationwide impact of Title I. (See Wargo, Tallmadge,

Michaels, Lipe, & Morris, 1972; Gamel, Tallmadge, Wood, & Binkley, 1975.)

Unfortunately, the conclusion has always been that the State reports,

taken as a whole, do not provide the information needed to assess nation-

wide program effictiveness. There is simply too little uniformity in

the type, format, and quality of inforiation repOrted at each level.

This predicaMent led to a,decision to-try to improve the quality of

local evaluations, and to standardize ,reporting ,practices. Section

151 of ESEA Title I, as added by the Education Amendmnis of 1974, Laid

out the ground rules fot the new reporting approach; in particular,

,paragraphs (d) through (f) specified the following:

. "Sec. 151. (d) The Commissioner shall provide to State
educational agencies, models for evaluations of all programs
conducted,under this title, for their use in carrying out,their
functipns under section 143(a), which shall' include uniform
procedures and criteria to be utilized by local educational .

agencies, as well as by the §tate agency in the evaluation of
such programs.

5 n

"(e) The Commissioner shall provide such technical and
other assistance as may be necessary to State educational
agencies to enablIthem to assist.local educational. agencies
in the developmennend application of a systematic evaluation
of. programs in accordance with the models developed. by the
Commissioner. 4

"(f) The models developed by, the Commissionei shall
specify objective criteria which shill be utilized In the
-evaluation of all programs and shall outline .techniques

2



J
(such as longitudinal studies of children involved in such
programs) and methodology (such as the use!zf tests which.

. yield' comparable results) for produding data Which are com
parable on a statewide and nationwide basis."

Development of the system. *Under contract to di5E-, RMC,Research

Corporation undertook the development of prototype evaluation models as

specified in Section 151.. To determine the kinds of information.re

quired by the Federal government, staff members met with educational

policy makers in Congress and the Department-of_ Health, Education and

Welfare (HEW). Also, to determine the characteristics of Title I eval

uatitns up to that date, they analyzed State reports for the years 1970

to 1974. -,

Based on the information gathered from these sources, preliminary-

objectives for the new system were developed. ReActions to the initial .%*

development were solicited in phone interviews With .the State Title I ,
'

Coordinators% Inputs were also received' from usgE representatives,
.

and the plans were re3ised on the bdsis of the State and USOE.sugges

tions.

A-reporting system was then developed during the winter` and spring

of 1975 that,was designed to maintain maximum autonomy of-local evaluar.

tion efforts, while still providing data that would be comparable and

aggregatable on a statewide and nationwide basis. The flow of informan

tion from LEAs to SEgs would continue. Project evaluators would be,

able to use normed or donnormed. tests of their choice, and to select

from three basic evaluation models for assessing cognitiveachievement

gains. 'These three were a normreferenced model, a control group model,
\.

and a special regression model. A new metric, the Normal Curve Equiv
f

alent (NCE),
1 was also developed that allows gains on all measures.to

it was later learned that an idenlical scale, called the Stdndile
Scale, had been developed by Frederick B. 'Davis,, then of the .Educational

Records Bureau. Unfortunately, it did not receive much publicity and
disappeared from the professional literature.
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besexpressed in (assumedly) equalinterval units derived fro4 national.

.percentile ranks. The three evaluation models and the NCE score are

described in greater detail in Chapter II of this report.

Once the initial version of the system had been developed, reactions

and suggestions were again solicited from SEA evaluators and Title I

personnel, this time in nine pilot SAtes, which were visited and pre

sented with the system in 1975. Their comments contributed to a revised

version'of the system, described in Gamel.et al., 1975.

In 1976, RMC conducted a project to review the methodology of the

evaluation models, visit all SEAs and a sample of LEAs in each State to

discuss the system, and estimate the.resources that would be required

toimplementithe system.

The site visits to the States and their LEAs provided a great deal

of information about current evaluation practices, reactions to the

inodels, and further revisions neededin the system. All 57 SEAs were

4i Asited, and the system was presented to'personnel from over 400 local

districts,, or an'average of seven districts per State. The majority

of site visits producedpositivt-reactions to the system, but some

SEA and LEA personnel were basiCaliy indifferent, and some were highly

negative. A number of SEAS, particularly those that believed they al .

ready had valid evaluation practices, expressed.some 'resentment toward

a federally mandated, untested system.'

Many valuable comments were received from State and local peaon

nel during the site visits, and these contributedto yet another round

of revisions in the system and the forms and instructions that had been,

developed for reporting data. It was this revised version of the system

that was presented to SEA personnel at the workshops carried out duiing
.

th project descrIbe4 in this-report.

A

4
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II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

A major goal in developing the Title I evaluation and reporting

system was' to provide meaningful, comparable information on all Title I

projects across the nation. The system was also intended to be flexible,

to offer State and local evaluators considerable freedom in .choosing

different evaluation designs and tests. By incorporating a common metric

for expressing the results from the different evaluation models and dif

ferent tests, the system could at the same,time allow the aggregation .

of impact data at the school, district, State, and Federal levels.

Definition of a Title I project. As the system was peveloped and

,refined, it became increasingly clear thatt the projett, the,moiecular

snit around which data collection was. structured, had to be explicitly

and uniformly defined. The definition of "project" that was eventually

adopted reads as follows: .

A project is defined as an instructional treatment with
objectives, methods, materials, persCsnel, and activities
that'are uniform for all those it. serves. A project may

exist in one or more schools within a district, or even

in several districts. Many Title I projects are.clearly

. defined by their application for funding.. In cases where

..a-single application results in the funding of several
qualitatively different instructional treatments' at dif
ferent sites, the tetmproject is reserved for the Indi
vidual treatments and not for the funded composite.

Whatever definition of "project" schools or districts may currently

use for administrative or accounting purposes, all must adhere to this

definition when collecting and reporting data in the Title I system.

Then, for each project, certain basic descriptive informa'xion is to be

provided.

Types of Information Collected

The information-collected in the_System falls info six general

categories:

r.

5
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Student participation- -how many student are served

at each grade level, by public and nonpublic schools,

and how many students are included in different

subjectmatter or erv.ice areas.

A
Parent involvement--participation in 1:11,ent advisory

councils and types of'activities carried out.

-

.Personnel--number and types of....rsonnel'employed by

Title I projects.

Trainingareas and amounts iof training received by

Title I project personnel. /

Cost--overall cost of each Ntle Ijoroject.

Impact -- achievement- gains produced by each Title I

project gat present measured only in reading and

mathematics areas) .

This information is collected and passed up through V us adminis

trative reporting levels for use'in they State report. The pe of inter

mediate reporting levels t9,4be used is a matter of local decision,cex
.

.plained more fully in the section below entitled "Forms and Instructions.d

The forms and instructions were developed for a prototype' reporting se
. ,

se
quence using three administrative levels: building,uilding, the LEA, and the

q-

f SEA. At. each level, the information from the lower levels is aggregated;

however, in the.process of aggregatipgs project information is not lost.

Instead,'summary information on each project is produced at each level.

At the LEA le4e1, for instance, there is a summary of each project's .4

gain and. its characteristics. The system will always permit gains to'

be traced back to an indiv.idual projedt, thereby enabling apparehtly ex.

emplary projects to be studied'and, if appropriate, disse mintted.

6' 12
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The Evaluation Models;

,*
l

The three evaluation models use a common definition of the- treat- il

erit effeCt in measuring ine cognitive *Sect of Title I projedts. The

g in attributed to the treatment is defined as the difference between.
. .

the, treatment group's performance on. a post-treatment test and an esti-

mate' of what .performance on' ,the same 'test, would have been had the group,
.,

not received the treatment. In other words; the project s impact is

, the ohlei post-treatment performance minus the expected no-treatmtnt

perfoAiance. .This relationship call be expressgd as 'follows:

''', . , st
410k

g

0 .

;0 ~ Observed Expected '- 'ir.c.4---.

Treatment 'Effect = Post-Treatment - No-Treatment, T 1 j';`.

,

Performance Performance

,

8

-

The observed post-treatment performance is always the mean or median

posttest score_of the treatment group. The no-treatment expectation is

derived through implementation gf one of the evaluation models. The

norm-referenced design.,4entrates this no-treatment ,expectation from norms

tables: The assumption is that, without the special .project, the treat-

ment group would maintain its percentile status relative to a national

or local norm group from pretest to posttet. The control group model

uses the posttest (or adjusted posttept) scores of a control group as

the no-treatment expectation. In the special regression model, the no-
.

treatment expectation is derived by entering the treatment group's' mean

pretest score in the comparison group's post-on-pretest tvgiregsion. equa-

-don.

The following three sections provide overviews of each,'Inodel and

;,

o,utline the ,basic assumptions underlying them.

. Model A: Norm-Referenced Design. Model A can, be implemented - with'

either normed tests (Model Al) or non- normed tests (Model A2). Model

Al requires that the treatment group be'both pre- and posttes,ted_urith

a- nationally or locally named achievement test.

of

9



. WSen tests with national norms are used,..the no-treatment expec-

tation is found by determining the percentile status of the treatment

group at pretest time. It.is'assumed that, without the Title I treat-
.

ment,.the status of the group at posttest time would be the same as it

was at pretest time.: Thus the group's pretest percentile becomes the

expdcted no-treatment posttest Percentile. The observed post-treatment

'percentile rank is that whiA corresponds tq the group's mean posttest

score. If the group's posttest status is higher'than the no-treatment

expectation (their percentile at pretest time),, then the gain is attrib-

uted to, the' children's participatiod in the Title I project.

When tests with local but no national norms are used, it is necces-

sary to administer a test with national norms as well. The no-treatment

expectation is derived from the local norms, following the same procedure

just described. Data from the nationally normed test are needed only to

convert the measured gain into NCE units. (NCE conversions are dis;ussed

in a later section of thischapter.)

The norm-referenced model may also b implemented using non-normed

tests (Mode1,A2). A nationally normed test, howevet,.must be given either

at prttest or. at posttest time in addition to the non-normed test. The

model involves an equating of the scores on the normed and non-normed

tests so that the norms may be used to derive the observed posttest per-

formance. In essence, the procedure is as follows (assuming that the

norped test was administesed at pretest time). The median pretest stan-

dard score on the normed test i3s determined. The pretest percentile cor-

responding to this score is then read out-of the pretest norms'table:

This percentile constitutes the no-treatment expectation. The normed

and non-normed tests are then equated. This enables the median posttest
7,

score on the non- normed test'ebkbe donverted rIgidts normed test Counter-
,

part. This figure, in-turn, is converted to a percentile using the post-
,

test norms table. The peLentile derived in this manner is the observed

post-treatment performance indicator.

In the norm-referenced model, all pre sand posttesting (normed and

non-normed) must be done at times that are close to empifical normative

8
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data points for the normed test. (For Model A2 this means that the non

normed test must be given near the dates when normative data were col

lected for the normed test.)

Moel B: Control Group Design. Model B is a control group design
1

that requires that either a normed or nonnormed test be given to treat

ment and control groups at Pretest and posttest times.0 If a nonnormed

test is administered pre and post, a nationally normed test must also be

given sometime dlifing,the school year to the treatment group. These

normed test scores are used only to convert the .measure .of gain into NCEs.

Between pre and posttesting, the educational experiences of chil

dren in the Control group should be similar to those of the treatment

group children with the single exception'that the control group 'does not

,
participate in the Title I project. The control groups posttest per

centile (Model B1) or mean raw score (Model B2) is the notreatment ex

pectation. The treatment group's percentile or mean raw score on the

posttest forms the observed posttreatment performance. When the treat

ment grOup's performance is superior to the control group's, it can, be

assumed that the project was effective.

The 'pretest scores of the groups are used only to verify their pre
.

treatment comparability, or to quantify the initial difference' between

the groups. Two statistical techniques are offered to adjust the post

test score difference for whatever pretest inequality mayexist. Where

grodps were formed by random assignment of children drawn from a single

population or where two pre7existing groups are enough alike to be con
.

sideredAandom samples from a single population, the covarienc method

of adjustment is used. Where small'systematic differences are known or

assumed to exit between treatment and control groups (in oth r words,

when the groups are bestTconsidered samples- "from different pop lations)',

the princj.palaxis standardizedgainscore method of adjustm nt is

used.

The accuracy of the measure of project impact depends on thd suit

ability of the control Ideally, the treatment and control groups

9
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1
should/be equivalent on all educationally` relevant dimensions such as

socioeconomic status, race, sex, etc. Small between-group_differencs

can be adequately handled through the appropriate statistical adjustment

procedure. 'Large differences are likely to invalidate the model.

The model permits .the use of different tests or dgferentflevels of

the same test for pretest and posttest, and testing times need not cotn7

cide with norming dates.

Model C: Special Regression Design. Model C is a regression-based

evaluation design. Apy.instrument, sating, or composite measure that

correlates highly with the posttest,fmay be used as a pretest. The post-
,

test maybe either,a normed (M9del Cl) or non-normed (Model C2) test.

If a non-normed tett is used, -a normed test must also be ,given to the

treatment group sometime 'during the (school year. The model requires that

the selection of the treatment group be based exclusively on the pretest

measure (which may, however, be a composite of test scores, teacher rat-

ings, etc ., All pupils scoring above the cutoff score must be'assigned

to the co parison group while those'scoring'below form the treatment group.

All pupils in, both the treatment and comparison groups must be pre- and

posttested.

Post-on-pretest regression lines are calculated separately for the

treatment and comparison groups. The treatment group's regression line

repres4nts the observed mean posttest performance corresponding to vAri-
.

pretest scores. The comparison group's regression line, when pro-\
ad

Tected across the cutoff score, provides no-treatment estimates for the

same pretest scores. (Illustrations of this are presented in Chapter VI

'of the Title I evaluation and reporting system User's Guide.
2
)

The treatment effect is defined as the distance between the regres-

sion ines and is, measured separately at two points: at the treatment

group's mean pretest score and at the cutoff score. For both measures

2
Copies, available from Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation,

U.S. Office oftducation, 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20202,

10
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,group's meanapretest score and at the cutoff, score.4 For both measures

it is assumed that the project had a positivelopact.: f the observed

score is higher than the expected score.. However, a:substantial diffei7,

once between the two measures may signal a spurious apparent gain resat-

ing from test ceiling or floor effects.

There are few constraints concerning test selection. Model C does

not require the same test for pretest and posttest ot'thae%the tests.be

administered at norming times. It is essential, however, that the pre-

test and posttest scoffs be highly correlated and that the instruments

not be so difficult or so easy that test floors or ceilings are encountered.

The model assumes a linear relationship between the pretest measure and

posttest scores; where floor and- ceiling effects exist, the pretest/post-

test relationship will no longer be linear. Finally, in Model C, scores

on the pretest measure must be used as the sole baAs for selecting,the-

TitleI project participants.

Normal Curve Equivalents

Normal CurveZquivalents (NCEs),,,are normalized standard scores withv

a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 21.06. The scale is normalized

because it is assumed that the characteristi6 being measured (e.g., read-

ing achievement) is normally distributed in the population. To the ex-

tent that this assumption is valid, a normalized scale will be an equal-

interval scale--that is, the leng h of the interval between any two ad-

jacent scores on the scale is eq al to the interval between every other

adjacent pair of scores. IP

The fact that the scale is standardized means. simply that the scores

have been linearly transformed to give them a desired_plean and standard

deviation. The values of 50 and 21.06
3
were chosen to, relate NCEs to the

3
The NCE standard deviation of 21.06 was derived -by dividing the

distance from the mean to the 99th percentile (99 - 50 = 49 percentile
points) by the/ same distance measured ,in terms of normal curve standard
deviation units (2.3267 -'0 = 2.3267). The result (49 2.3267 = 21.060)

yields a scale tfiat includes exactly 98% of the population between val-
ues of 1 and*.

'11
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,petcentilq4cale, thereby lending intrinsic meaning to them through the

association. The exact relationship is shown in Figure 1.

The two scales match at values of 1, 50, and 99 but, while the NCE

Scale points are equally spaced; percentiles are widely spaced at extremes

of the distribution and tightly clustered near the center. It can be seen

in Figure 1, for example, that the distance between NCEs of 10 and 20 is

the same'as the,distance between NCEs of 50 and 60. In contrast, the dis-

: tance,between percentiles c4 10 and 20 is nearly twice that between per-

centiles of 50 and °60:

Because pertentiles are not all the same size--that is, their incre-

ment represent different amounts of change in achievement--they should

not be used in arithmetic computations. The NCE metric is assumed to be

)

an e ual-interval scale, however. Because of this characteristic, it is

legi imate to add, subtract, and average NCEs.
4

Figure 1 also illustrates the relationship betigeen NCEs and stanines..,-

Whereas NCEs divide the distance under the normal curve into 99 equal .

units, stanines divide ttie same distance into 9 equal-sized units. Thus,

there are 11 NCEs,flor every one stanine. NCEs closely resemble stanines

and both scales areequal-iriterval; however,. NCEs are a more finely grained

metric.

Medturing gains in NCEslaith nationally riormed tests. From each

model, it is podsible to derive a no-treatment expectatibn (via norma-
,,

tive data, control group data, or comparison group data) which can'te

compared against the-Title I children'S observed post-treatment perform-4

ance to yield a measure of project impact. When nationally normed tests

are used pre and post, observed and expected posttest' scores are typi-

cally expressed in terms of percentile ranks with respect to a national

norm group or in terms of the NCE counterparts of these percentiles.

System users are provided with a percentlle-to-NCE conversion table,

which was derived from thetable,(foundin most statIstics books) of

areas under the normal curve. Using this conversion table, observed and

0
12
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expected posttestpercenti/es,can beconvertea diretly to NGEs. The

NCE gain is the dtfference,between the observed NCEandthe expected one.

Measuring gains in NCEs with'nonnormedteSts. .Calculating An NCE

gain when non-normed tests have been edministe ed is. a slightly more com-
.

plex procedure than when normed tests, are used. ,Without nationally repre-

sentative normtive,data,,it is generally not possible to obtain, national

percentile equivalents for the observed and expected peiseteet,scores (Model

'222 is an exception to this generalriUle). ;.i.Eit the- absence of percentiles,

the measures of observed and expected, poSttest status cannot be translated
,

into NCEs. It is possible, however, to' express the gain in NCEs. The

formula is

T. E. =
a, s
n nn

_

21.06 (Y
t

Yt) sn

(2)

where Y
t

= observed mean posttest'score of treatment group pupils

Y
t

= expected mean posttest score'of treatment group pupils,
underno-treatment conditions

s
n

= standard deviation of treatment group scores on the

normed test

s
nn

= standard deviation of treatment group scores on the

non-normed test

a
n

= standard deviation of norm group scores on the normed test

(The complete derivation of this formula is presented in

User's_Guide.)
".

Measuring gains in NCEs using tests with local norms. When tests

are used that have only local and no national norms", the gain is calcu-

lated using the procedure employed with non- normed tests. A nationallS,

normed test must be given in order to derive an estimate-of a national

sample's standard deviAion on the locally normed test. The necessary

values are inserted in Equation (2) and the NCE gain can then be calcu-
\.
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When tests are given that have both'local and national norms a some-
. .

whae different procedure is used. After the standard score difference

between observed and expected posttest performance is determined, it is

then divided by the standard deviation of the nationally representative

sample's test scores. In contrst to the situations in which non-normed
4
tests are used, the national sample's standard deviation does not have

,
,

to be estimated;.instead it can be obtained from the technical manual for

the test. After the standard scare gain is divided by the national sten-

daid,deviation, itlis multiplied by 21.06 ,to obtain the NCE gain.

Forms and Instructions

A system of reporting forms and instructions was designed to facili-

tate the aggregation of information through three administrative levels--

the-building, the LEA, and the SEA. Data on each project could be col-
. .

lected at the building level, and sent up to the LEA level, where they

are aggregated to form LEA reports. eThe'dataiin LEA reports,could then

be aggregated to produce the Stateorts;ich are then used at the

Feder41 level to gauge the impact,7irritle nati wide.
ti

Using the forms provided,' personnel t ch of the three levels can

collect, analyze, and pass on exactly th information required In all six

-reporting areas. For the five general jitiformation areas, the forms'are

identical regardless of which mod 1 is used; for the impact data, differ=

:ent color=coded forms, appropria to the different models, are provided.

To aid users. in completing the f rms, detailed instructions are given at

7> each level for both the general and the impact (model-specific) informa-

tion. The instructions take the user step by step through implementation

of the appropriate model, using a method that requires a minimum of tech-

nical evaluation expertise- (Further description of the forms appears

in the section on "Training MatIrials" in. Chapter III.)1,

Although the reporting forms are prpOded for system users conveni-

ence, alternative methods of collecting and aggregating data are perfectly

permissible. Thus, some States may wish to aggregate and analyze data

collected directly fromthebuildings, bypassing the LEA altogether.' Or,

15
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a district may carry out, directly the collection of di s t-44,4e data,

eliminating the needfpr reporting from the individual buildings. Some

States m ht have "Intermediate" Or consolidated districts that would clay

ritlerevaluation and reporting. The sets of forms and in- .

structions could be adapted to their role. Thebuilding-LEA-SEA Vierarchy

was chosen because it was common and yet could be easily collapsed or ex-'

panded upon to meet administrative configurations in various settings.

Any data-collection procedure preferred by the schools, aistricts, oin

a role

States is acceptable within the system. ,The sole requirement is that at
t

the State level, all SEAs must- report the same kinds of information.

22.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKSHOPS .

I

Persoectie on the Training Effort

In order to help SEAs get -acquainted with the xequirements of the

*system and formulate sound evaluation plans, USOE Set up a comprehensive -

training effort that was intended to give State personnel a basic un-

derstanding of the models and the reporting forms, to prepare them to.

t train local evaluators, and to provide them with on-going technical as-

sistance as they began to implement new evaluation procedures.

Technical Assistance Centers. The on=going consultation services

are provided by ten Technical Assistance Centers (TACs), one in_each,

HEW region. The TIC srves all five or six States in the region, offer-

ing training sessions for local personnel and advice in connection with

specific evaluation problems identified by each. state. Staff from the
4

. ,

TACs make periodic site visits, and offer technical assistance as re-

quested. .

They also =have a role in the continuing examination and, refinement

of thesystem., Eiph TAC.was given certain methodological questions to

be studied, and inputs fr4m the actual experienceof.distrits beginning

.to implement the system would contribute to the analysis of these prob-
,

lems. TAC d ctors maintain periodic contact with each other and with

USOE to a ormation, questions, and findings. (

Newsletter. In order to provide a link between 40E'and afl of the

States as they began their implementation efforts, a newsletter was- .

started. Issued periodically by USOE, it carries information about the

. progress of Federal regulations for-Title I evaluation and other pro-
.

ArAkompes important tojtate and local personneT7, From time to time its

contents may include letters from SEA stalls with comments or-questions ..

about the sybtem, as well as answers from USOE persbnnel. An occasional

parents' column appears, with comments from Title I parents. LEA. per- .

sonnel also, contributed feature columns dealing,with evaluation procA

dures or innovations in their settings. This newsletter is distributed

to SEA and LEA affs and other interested persons in every StSte:
. .
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Monograph series. USOE also intended that reference books or "mono-

graphs" be available to provide background information, more detailed

-explanations of methodological matters, and further references about eval-

uation problems. They were to be user-oriented and'practical in nature

and wsre-iistiibuted ,through the mail-order procedures of the Government
/,)

Printing °Mice as well.as thrOughtUSOE offices. Two appeared early:

A Practical Guide to Measuring_ Project Impact on Student Achievement and

AxProcedural Guide for Validating Achievement Gains in Educational Proj-

sects. Others planned for later years were to deal with assessing test

bias, using criterion-referenced tests, measuring the child's affective

development, and estimating pioject costs. .
/-

140
Workshops. The first intensive training of State personnel took

place in the workshops described in this repott. During the, site. visits

conducted in 1975476, most of the Title I Coordinators and evaluat on

personnel from the nation's 57 State Departments of Education had attended

briefings at which visiting RMC personnel described the evaluation and

reporting system. lIn addition; many became, acquainted with the system

through presentations, by USOE personnel and, others, at Federal and re-

gional mee; ngs. Although a number of States and LEAs shortly decided

to ado the system, it became clear whenever implen9tation was tried

that few wets adequately prepared. When it was decided to'Adopt the sys-

tem,nn a nationwide basis, it was evident that a coordinated effort would

be required to give SEA personnel a thorough familiarity with the system,

and to enable them to train district-level staff members in their States.

The purpose of the workshops was to provide this training in the most

efficient way possible within a relatively, short period of time...

The workshops were planned to take place over a period of about
0

four month..in the fall and early winter of 1976.- One workshop was to

vow_be held in each of the 10 regional areas of DHEW. In addition to three

days of intensive training, attendees would receive materials that could

subsequently be used to train other.personnel within their States.

4 .
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Workshop Participants

It was originally planned that each workshop should be attended by

two Or three persons involved in Title- I evaluation in each State in the

region. Various other personnel also attended, however, which enhanced

the diversity of) the interactions and increased ihe challenge of provid- -

ing for different interests and areas of expertise within a single three-

day workshop. On the average, there were about 33 people,Altending each

workshop.

Personnel from SEAs. Staff members who represented State educational

agencies at the workshops usually came from several different branches .

of their departments. The State Title I Coordinator almost always at-,

tended. Usually, one or more representatives of the State's evaluation

department were also present. Occasionally, computer center staff or

State assessment testing personnel also participated. The Bureau of In-

dian Affairs, which had Title I projects located`' in many States, sent

representatives who were working in those States to the appropriate re-,

gional workshops. In all, a total of 243-SEA personnel attended work-
,

shops; the average number attending fromZeach State was about four. A

complete list of the SEA representatives who attended workshops is pre-
.

tented in the Appendix.
..s..,, .....o

, -,

Personnel fromTechnical Assistance Centers. As a separate part

of USOE's plan for providing training and consultation to State and

local education agencies that wer seeking to implement the newevalu-% evalu-

ation system, a Technical Assistanc Center (TAC) had been set up in ,

each of the ten HEW. regions., Each workshop was attended by staff mem-
.

..

bers of the Technical Assistanc0Center for that region. Although fa-

.- minority with the system was an important qualification for the staff

et
a

.of those organizations that received contracts. to establish Tectnical

Assistance Centers, the workshops provided additional training for them,,
/ J

as Well as an opportunity to pose questions, make suggestions, and con-

)sult with RMC stgff. AnotWer importantpurpOse of their attending the

. workshops was to establish personal contact with the representatives of
.

the educational agencies with whom they would be working. Through these

O
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meetings they could find out what evaluation_ plans were being made in,

the various States, what questions hadVrisen,:and what kinds of training

and, consultation were needed.

Federal representatives. Every workshop was alsb attended by at

least one staffl member from USOE's Office of Planning, Budgeting, and .

.t
cEvaluation (OPBE) and by.a.represent.a.tiire from the Title I offie. These

Federal personnel provided workshop participants with information about

the background and development of the Title I evaluation and reporting

system, interpretation of the legislation, andiplans tor the forthcoming

regulations. They were also available to respond to_#dministrative she

policy-related questions throughout the three-day Sessions, and to clar-

ify the Federal role in implementation of the syStem.

Staff

The workshops mere presented by an instructional team consisting of

five 1.1C staff members who traveledto all ten workshop sites. All five

were thoroughly familiar with the

ment from the beginning; these two

previous year's site visits to .the

presented the system to large numb

system. Two had worked on its devetop-
.'

and one other hag been involved in the

,57 SEAs. During these visits they-hhd

ers of State and local. personnel, often

conducting mini-workshops for small.or large gatherings. The other two

staff members had experience in ,conducting training workshops on the

systeM.

Staff training. Since all the members of the instructional team

were experienced in presenting 'the syStem"to new users, staff trainin

focused on developing and refining the specific curriculum and techniqUet,

that would be used for the ten Vtrkshops Various activities contribute4.

to. the training of team members. Entirely new problem sets were devised

for ,both versions of each of, the three-models. Creating these simulations

of actual evaluations using each model helped the staff to visualize the

exact steps that trainees would be going through and where they might have 1\4:

digicult4es. Similarly,

would

the technical papers provided ideas for

effective ways'of presenting various concepts.

20
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Staff scheduling. Once plas for the workshop agenda were formulated,'

responsibility for the pafticular sessions was divided up among the staff

members. Amattempt'was made. to apportion the workload evenly and tovator
.;,,-'

vide variety in the schedule of presenters on each topic. There were sev-L,

eral reasons for this vari&ty. One was simply to offer'some changes of
- - r

..,

ace,fOr those, attending the workshop6. Another was to ensure that each
/ .

94inImember was trained t cover several important segments of the currie-

r)

J

.,,, ulum and would be full pr
,-

epared.to take over another's- scheduled presen-
.

,e tation if
'

the need arose. Thus, for example, the overview-Of Model B on
,."

.. ,

.."
the first morning was prlaiited by one perSon the in-dept"} Model B ses-

.

, ,

s. sion by a second, and the Model B-overvieM o videotape' by a third.

I

Scheduling and Logistics

It was originally planned .that a totar)of eleven W10
.

n each of the ten HEW "regions, and a !!pr

Federal person el in Washington D.C.

shop was intended, to acquaint in rested. peisons with the

coneuCted,, one

to be presented to

. ,

.serve as a rehearsal for the staff conducting, thi ten regional workshops.

The Directors of each of the ten'Technical Assistance Centers were also'

$ invited tp attend tht Washington w hop and to comment on the content

format '- the Iforkshops: The Idea was that appropriate revisions

shops would be

Jew" workshop

This first work.-

system, and to

Could made, basedon reactions to the rehearsal, before the rest of

. the workshops began.'

Workshop dates rand locations. A tentative schedule for the ten )

regional workshOpi was originally designed to i elude all the workshops

within the period from mid-September to m ember. During the summer,

letter's rr/sent-to all Stag TitAe I Coordinators, and foll-ow-up'te1e-
,

phone calls were made to discuss the tentative dates of the woiks'hop and

the most appropriate persons'in the SEA to attend. V

The preliminary / chedule for the workshop; staff included three two-
.

1.1,44.0 trips, three one-weekktrips, and one workshop to take place in the

local area (San Francisco). -It was designed to minimize the time and

expense required' for travel by the RMCinstriictional team. The two-week

AW 1
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trips allowed two workshops to be conk ucted back-to-back with a weekend

between, thus requiring only one trip each to the most distant regions,

the northeast, southeast, and midwest.

The cities that served as workshop sites were chosen on.the basis.

of convenience. They were large centers within their respective HEW

regions, easily accessible by major air carriers, and able to offer

'appr&priate accommodations for participants and locations lor.the'meet-

, ings. All sessions were headquartered in hotels that could provide

sleeping rooms, eating accommodations, and conference facilities for the

participants under a single roof.

Through negotiations with the various States and with Federal offi-

cials, e tentative schedule for the workshops was alteiedAlio avoid con-

s
flicts with other commitments. Owing to a meeting f Title I coord.na-

tors in Washington, workshops originally planned in Denver and Seattle

had to be cancelled, and a single workshop in Portland was substituted.

The numb er,of workshops was thus reduced from ten to nine, and the des-

ignation of which States were to attend each one was revised. In revis--

' -ing the schedule; RMC staff tried to allow all State4'to attend at the

most logical and convenient lobation. By the'timeQr schedule as fi-

nalized, the dates had been rearranged so that the workshops actually took

place from mid-October to

ing and .the Christmas-New

beginning in November. A

mid-January. Except for the week of Thanksgiv-

Year period, one workshop was held every week

copy of the:final*schedule, including the dates

and location of each workshop and the names of the States attending,.ap-

pears in Fieire 2.

.t Arrangements for participants. Travel arrangements and reservations

for all persons attending the workshops were coordinated by RMC staff,

who took direct responsibility for hotel reservations. Participants were

responsible for scheduling their own travel arrangements to and from work-

shop sites. A pre-wOrkshop packet sent to each partiCipant contained a

map showing the conference site, reservation confirmations, an airline'

ticket (coach), and voucher forms for recording expenses. After thevidrk-

shops, these forms were mailed back to RMC. Charges for rooms and per

et.
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TITLE I EVALUATION WORKSHOPS

OCTOBER 1976 LOCATION STATES .

SMTWTFS
4310

17

24

31

1 2

4 5 6 7' 8 9

11 12 113 14 151 16

18 19 20 21 22 23

25 26 27 28 29 30

Washington, DC Federal Personnel

NOVEMBER a

S M T W .T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 Portland, OR AK, ID, MT, OR, WA, WY

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Milwaukee, WI IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI

14 115 16 17118 19 20 Kansas City, MO CO, IA, KS, MO, NE, SD, ND

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

IlECEUZER

S M T W T F S

11 2 3 (4

_5 16 7 8 19 10 11

12 13 114 15 16(17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31

JANUARY 1977

S..-MTWTF
1

2 3' 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11112 13 14115
16117 18 19120 21 22
23 24125 26 27128 29

30.31

Philadelphia, PA - NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD, DC

Boston, MA CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT

Albuquerque, NM AR, BIA, LA, NM, OK, TX, UT

I

Charlotte, NC

Atlanti, GA
San Francisco

VA, WV, SC, NC, KY, TN
MS, AL, FL, GA, PR, V. Is.
AZ, CA, HI, NV, Guam,
Samoa, Tr. Terr.

Figure 2. Schedule of workshop dates and locations.
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diem costs, personal car mileage,\olls, cabs, and necessary ground trans-
.

4 portation.were then reimbursed throb h the RMC, office.
.

''\
One other.item that had to b&pre

\
rranged with the hotels was the

-1%provision _of refreshments for the midmo ing,and mid-afternoon breaks.'

-This' turned-out to be a fairly' large expenditure, but an important one.

The sessions were long and intensive,
,

and the breaks were extremely use-
,

.ful in letting participants stretch their legs and regroup their thoughts.

Equally important, they gave participants and workshop staff a chance to

chat informally About the presentations, or about partic/ipants' individ-

ual Concerns.

Provision of materials.' Another responsibility of the RMC staff was

to arrange for-the reproduction, of training materials, and-for shipping

them to the workshop sites. The training materials included binders con

taining formand instructions, problem sets, technical papers, and the

User's Guide to the system. (These materials are described in detail later

in this chapter.) Prior to the workshops, the User's Guide and technical

papers were written, and problem sets were devised for both versions of

each of the three models. Six hundred copies of each item were printed,

and 600 three-ring binders were ordered. A binder for each workshop Aar7

ticipant was assembled by RMC staff, so that everyone would have his or

her own personal reference source containing all of the training materials.

The binders were to be distributed to participants on the first

morning of each workshop, as they would be in constant use during the
4

following three days. Since the traveling workshop staff could not carry

all of these materials along with them, arrangements had to be made ahead

of timeAfor shipping the binders to each site. At each hotel, the manager

was askedto receive*the boxes of materials and to hold them until-the

RMC staff arrived. The binders were packed six or seven to a large box

and sent by commercial parcel service to arrive a day or two. before each

workshop. ,Videotapes and overhead transparenci s, also packed in boxes,'

were sometimes taken
4

as airline baggage by wor hop staff members.

Unlike materials to be used by participan s, materials essential to'

the presentations were always carried by worksh staff members. These
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included one set of overhead transparencies, any necessary notes and ref-

erences, andan overhead projector. Si ce it was too fragile to be ship-
,.

sped or sent as baggage, the projector was taken on board all flights as

carry-on baggage. Having one's own overhead projector appeared to'be far

preferable to trying to rely on rental equipment. Screens were supposed

to. be provided by the hotels, but in il*verisE1cases were obtained only with

some once the sessions had begun.

Workshop' Curriculum

,

The workshop curriculum was designed with several considerations in

mind. First of all, it had to provide program and evaluation personnel

from each State with an understanding of the three models and the NCE met-

ric. A basic grounding in these essential aspects of the system would

be necessary for anyone who would have to take an active role in planning

or providing administrative support for its implementation. Secondly,

the training had to be tailored in order to accommodate the diffetent in-

terests and priorities of those attending; some would be interested in

the specific technical and evaluation issues, while others would be con-

cerned almost exclusively.with administrative and poolicy-related matters

pertaining to implementation of the system. More 4an just a basic under-
.;

standing of the requirements of the models wonld'W 'essential for the

'former group, but not necessarily justified for Aie latter. Finally,

both groups" had to be equipped not only with information that they them-

selves could use, but with the means to train others within their States

as well.

Planning the curriculum. These goals -meant that the workshops had

to cover an immense amount of material in some depth over a three-day

period. The diverse needs and Interests al V6 meant that,n6t all par-
,

ticipants would need to learn the same material at the same level of

sophistication. Therefore it was decided'early that the agendshould

make considerable use of "streaming," with parallel sessions for the

different groups, based upon their needs,.

)
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7
The preliminary curriculum plancalled for a whole-group session

on the first morning._ This was to consist of some introductory remarks

to acquaint participants with the legislative background and `the history`

of;.the system's development, and to give them an overview of:the three

evaluation models and the new NbE metric. The afternoon session was to

be 4,ivided into two groups. For evaluators there would be a session on

the forms and instructiots, both those for reporting general information

(participation, parent involvement, project cost, personnel And training)

and those for recording impact data. As a result of this session, eval-

uators should understand the for&and be able to train others to fill

them out correctly. At the same time, administrators would attend a ses-

sion focusing on the overall flow of information within the system, the

responsibilities of people at each level, and the interpretation of data

to various audiences:

The second day was again scheduled to begin with a whole-group ses-

sion, designed to acquaint all participants with Model Al, which was

likely to beby far the most widely used model. Everyone would also be

involved in small-group tutorial sessions on the Model Af forms and in-
.

structions, including a problem set that would simulate the actual pro-

cess of completing a Model Al evaluation. In the afternoon, the entire

group would listen to an in-depth presentation of Models Cl and C2, but ,2

then'only evaluators would work through Model Q problem sets, while ad-

ministretots gathered in small-group tutorials orgAnized around specific

- questions that might have arisen, such as how to verify proper impleinen-

tation of the models, what to do about negative findings, or what to

ct from audits.

The third day was originally plannedoto consist almost.entirely of

parallel sessions. This time three'different groups would be Tun in the

morning, one for evaluators interested An Model A2, one for evaluators

interested in Models 31 and 32, ands one for administrators on policy
';

issues that have beenRais frequently, such test bias, usd of grade-
, ,

equivalent scores, and how o eValuet9ICE gains. The afternoon was to

begin with a whole-group session to wrap up7piscellaneous technical issues



of interest to both evalUatoA and administrators, such as'out-of-levp1

testing, adequacy of Published.norms, and possible use of local norms.

During the second half of the.aftepoon, parallel sessions would "provide'

. (a) individuak consulting to those evaluators and administrators who

-raised special questions, and (b) a general review of the hazards asso-

ciated with each model for_ those who had no special problems to (discuss.

Results of Washlngton.preview. The trial -run workshop held for Fed-

dral personnel in Washington served its intended purpose very well and

pointed up a need for several revisions in the curriculum. One thing that

became, clear was that the problem .sets were too long, he Model Al.prob-

lem set in particular. This problem'set had been designed to include

all possible variations thati.traineesjight encounter in using,Model Al.

It contained simulated data from several different projects at several

different grade levels, with some projects using national norms and one

requiring the development'and use of local norms. It simply could not

be finished in.the time allotted. After the Washington workshop, a short-

ened versidn was devised that ink uded fewer projects and fewer grade

levels. Also, forms were to be completed only fondle Building and LEA

levels; aggregation of the data at the State level was deleted.

The trial run also showed' that breaking the large group into small

tutorials for the problem set only served to guarantee tha0' t the groups

would become increasingly farther apart from each other in completing

each section of the simulation,and that eventually one group would be

finished' and idle while others were hopelessly behind. For this season

it was decided to walk the entire group through the simulation stepA)y

step together, rather than splitting them up into small groups. Simi-

larly, in the aftlilistrator sessions; it became clear that there were

few policy issues raised that-were not of interestto all of the admin-'

istrators; splitting up into small-group sessions simply produced re-

dundancy.

-
On the other hand, the trial-run workshop confirmed the value of di-

viding th'e total group into two, parallel sessions, One for evaluators and

one :for administrators. Some of those attending, such as the TeC'huIcal
_ , ,

.
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4.

Assi

tion ,Nwer eager to discuss technical aspects of the models and to explore

the plica ions of the system for their own particular evaluation plans.

Thoge who we not technical Specialisa, however, were not equipped to

cope th th\se discusions and had little interest, in them. These were

gener ly administrators, whose first concern was with .the practical and

policy\related aspects of the system, problems such as how the models would

tance\Center perionnel and those directley involved in Title I evalua

affect r\heir regular testing schedules, or the selection of Title I partV"\
*

cipants,\or the manner in which results would be reported to parents. The

parillel\sessions met the needs of both groups while preventing the members

of either,one from becoming bored or frustrated.

On be whole, the Washington .workshop reinforced the conviction that

there was probably too much material to be absorbed, even if it could be

adequltely presented, in only three days. As a result, emphasis was placed

\\I. on reinforcing the basic concepts of the three models and giving partici-

1- pangs a "feel" for the technical and practical requirements, of the system,

rather than on mastery of the problem sets and indepth understanding of

specific methodological and policyrelated issues.

The final agenda. Figure 3 presents a typical agenda froi a pre-
7

workshop packet for one of the later workshops. As the first few work

shops were comple ed, the impressions formed after the Washington trial

run were strength ed. By the time of the last few workshops, staff mem
!

bers had incorpor ed some further changes not reflected in the official

agenda. These cha es were based on participants' r sponses. For example,

1in order to get thE\ essential material covered during the threeday per'

ioli, staff members° and it more effective to avoid additional splitting

of the parallel eval tor and administrator sessions into small groups.

Further consolidation of the thirdday parallel sessions took place, with

all evaluators being iven presentations on both Model A2 and%Models B1
(

and B2, instead o hav ng to choose between attending one or the other.
.

They could then c oose\to do a problem set for whichever of these models

was of greater int rest and. practicality for them. Several staff members

were available to rovide individual ,help while participants worked on

the problem sets.
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,UEA TITLE I'EVALUATION WORKSHOP

AGENDA

Tuesday, January 25

:00.a.m. '12:15 p.m. General Session

IL

.A Development of the Evaluation and
- Reporting System.

4.

USOE Represenlative

Introduction to the Systo and,
the Evaluation Models.

RMC Staff: Barbara Fagan,
OsCar Roberts, Sarah Roberts,
Kast Tallbadge, Christine Wood

12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

(Parallel Sessions)

Session A for Evaluators

1:30-3:00 - Orientation to Training
Materials and General Forms and
Instructions.

RMC Staff: Sarah Roberts

3:00-3:15 - Break

3:15-4:30 - Impact. Forms and Instructicins.

RMC Staff: Christine Wood

Session -B for Administrators

1:30-3:00 - Overview and Rationale of the
Reporting System. Building, LLAi and '4

'SEA responsibilities. Definition of'a
project.

RMC Staff: Barbara Fagan

3:00-3:15 - Break

3:15-4:30 - Preparing the State Report.
Interpreting the data to legislators,
school administrators, and parent groups.

RMC Staff: Barbara Fagan

Figure 3. Typical workshop agenda.
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Agenda - continued

Mednesday, January 26

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. General Session

os

S

c-

9:00-10i15 - An in-depth look at
Model Al.

RUC Staff: Kast Ta lmadg

10:15-10:30 - Break

0°. lY 10:30-12:00 - Simulation of a Model
Al evaluation using both national
and local norMs.

RIIC Staff:. All

12:00 p.m. - 1 ;15 p.t% Lunch

1:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. General Session

2:45 p. '3:00

An in-depth look at HodelC.

RHC Staff: Christine.Vood

Break

3:00 p.M. - 4:30 p.m. Session A for Evaluators

t

(Parallel Sessions) Simulation of a Model C evaluation.

RIIC Staff: All

Session B for Administrallirs

Small group tutorials on administrative
issues. Audits, verification of proper
model implementation, adequacy of criterion-f
referenced tests. How to interpret and
what'to do with negative-findings.

.r

a

RUC Staff: All

3d
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Agenda:- concluded
e I.

0

9:00 a.m. -.12:00 p.m.

".(Parallel Sessions)

A

Thursday, January 27

'Sessidn A for Evaluators

An in-depth look at Model A2 and simulation

of a Mod0. A2 evaluation.

RMC Staff: Sarah Roberts

Session B for Evaluators

An in-depth look at M del B and simulation
of;a Model B evalua von.

RUC Staff: Oscar Roberts

Session C for Administrators

Policy Issues: Telt bias, grade-e4uivalent
scores, evaluating NCE gains. Shall

group discussions on issues raised by

administratOrs. 1 '

RMC Staff: Barbara Fagan, Kast-Tallmadge

1.18?"416%.

12:00 p.m. - 1:15 p.m. Lunch

1:15 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

I

General Session

Miscellaneous technical issues. Review
of hazards. Discussion of special
problems.

RMC Staff: All
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The afternoon pre4 sentation on the third day became more of a wrapupi

meeting for the entire group, again with /parallel sessions eliminated.

First the main features of the system and the three models were reviewed.

Suggestions were given, for using the various materials providedto each

participant as a resource for further study and training.

pointed out whichmaterials would be helpful in connection

probleMs,'stich as sampling to. get local norms for use with

Staff members

with-specific

Model Al. Then

the session was thrown open for,general,questions on any aspects of the

system, or on policy-related mates.

The low demand for small-group tutorials showed that participants

shared certain common concerns and questions much more than they felt a

need to explore issues peculiar to their own situation. In some cases,

7,,
' however, fairly sp ific technical points proved to be stumbling blocks

fork almost everyone, and had ,to be given more extensive treatment than

anticipated. The regression effect error, for example, became the sub-

ject of a separate lesson within the prebentation on Model A.

Training Materials

On the first morning of each workshop, all participants were given

a set of materials designed to serve as a permanent reference for them,

and as a resource to.be used in training others in their local areas.

These materials were contained in a large three-ring binder, so that they

could be easily removed or re-inserted. In addition to the materials

provided for eaql individual, every State received one set of overhead

transparencies identical to those used by the RMC staff in the presen-
.1:

tations and a set of four videotapes. 'The following section-descNtes
4d /

.each of the training materialsin detail.

User's Guide. A pocket-in the back of each binder contained a copy

of the User's Guide to theTitle I evaluatiA and reporting system. This

Guide contains the essential information about the system. It presents,

in decision-tree format, a guide to choosing an evaluation model.appro-

priate to local circumstances and constraints. It then discusses the re-

quirements far implementation of each of the models in turn, and provides

ati
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references to other documents within the system that present even greater

detail on specific topics, for example,the statistical adjiistmedts that

may be used for nonequivalent control groups, ox the selection of local

norming samples. :The final chapter discusses some additional considera-

tions, such as coordinating and scheduling activities for ,the evaluation,

analyzing the data, and the assumptions.made when NCE gains are averaged.

Forms and Instructions. Each binderalso contained a complete set

of forms and instructions. These were set off by divider tabs and arranged

by levels to correspOnd to the flow of information in the evaluation and

reporting system: first the building level, thpn the LEA level, then the

SEA level. Within each level, the forms were color Coded. White was used

for the general information forms ifor 'reporting on participation, parent

'involvemen't, project cost, personnel,.and training. Forms for reporting

project impact_at the building and LEA levels were color boded according

to which evaluation model was used. They were pink and salmon for Models

Ar-and A2, yellow and gold for Models BI. and B2, and blue and green for

Models Cl and C2. State-level impact forms for presenting the data aggre-

gated across all projects and evaluation models were again white. At each

1 , the forms were preceded by a set Of instructions explaining in step-

by-step detail how each page was to be completed. Terms used in a special

sense were marked with asterisks on the foims, indicating that they were

defined in a separate glossary section.

The forms and instructions were designed to enable each user to col-
.

lect, organize, and report all the impact data required at each level for )

whichever evaluation model might be selected, as well athe general re-

porting information. Although they can be regarded only as prototypes

of some future finaL forms, they were provided fat all participants to

use as they might wish, either exactly 4s they were,lbitNes a starting

point for revisions and additions, or in combination with other forma,

or not at all (some states would plan to handle record keeping and report-
.

ing largely by computer). In any case,, State represeaatives were in-
,

formed that only at the State level would there eventually be specifid

requirements for the type-of data reported, and that at no,level were any

particular forms presently a requirement.
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Problq sets. /Problem s is were developed for both the normed-test

and non-normed-test versions f each of the three mod4s (i.e., Models Al,

and A2,031 and B2, Cl and-C2). Each problem set was designed as a simu-

lation of,the actual process of recording *IA analyzing the data and
-

ing out the forms at the various_ reporting levels. Os participants -

working through the problem sets would play the role, first of all, of,a

building-level evaluator," then of an LEA-level evaluator, and,finally.of

an evaluator at the State. level. (Later, when the problem sets were

ened, some of' them no 18nger required' all of these levels to be filled in

by the participants.)

The problem sets presented hypothetical data for groups of students''

on yarious tests. Using appropriate norms tables (provided in the mate:
4,/ rials), participants had to make score co4Versions, cute means, and

calculate the no- treatment expectation and post-treatment performance

in the correct way for each model. They could then figure the NCE gains

for the hypothetical projects, and aggregate these gains using the LEA-

and SEA-level forms.

In addition to providing a comprehensive simulation of an actual

evaluation using a particular'model, the problem sets were designed to

provide practice with each of the important variations possible with the

model. For example, the Model Al problem set required use of publishei's

norms tables from a standardized test, and also required the use of local

norms. The local norms' had to be developed by participants, using hypothetical

data from e local norming sample. The Model B problem sets involved the

use of statistical adjustments for nonequivalent control groups, a prin-

cipal-axis adjustment with Model B1, and a covariance adjustment with

Model B2. 1

While participants were doing the,problem sets, immediate feedback

was provided by means of answer keys projected on overhead transparencies

at the completion of each step. Any questions that arose about a par-

ticular step could be answered on the spot by RMCotaff, who circplated

throughout the room to offer tutorial assistance.
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Technical papers. In order to provide further information on some of

the more technical points of-the system, a series of 14 brief technical

-papers was prepared. Each one dealt with a specific topic relevant to

one or more of the models, and was intended to-serve as a source to which
Par

. Workshop participants, and those whom they would subsequently ttain, could

refer or detailed explanations.

Var ing in length from 4 to 15 pages, the technical papers were bound
.

as a series of small, attractive booklets, with different-colored covers

,so that they could be easily distinguished. To facilitate reproduction,

the booklets were actually made With 8-1/2 x 11 inch sheets of paper

,folded in half; when opened out, they could easily be ,reproduced by any
...._,_

type of copying machine.

As a result of feedback received during the course of the workshops,

. four additional papers were prepared for incorporation into the system.

All 18 of the papers are described briefly in Table 1, which also speci-

fies the models to which each of them is applicable.

Videotapes. To assist SEA personnel in conducting their 'own train-

ing workshops, four videotapes were prepared. One of these was a 40-minute

overview of the system, including brief summaries of the three models and

the NCE metric. The three others, each about 20 minutes in length, dealt

with the models in somewhat greater depth. The first covered Model the

, norm-referenced model, including both Model Al for tests with national or

local norms, and Model A2, for'non-normed tests. A second tapedealt With

control group Models Bl and B2. The principal axis and covariance adjust-

ments for, nonequivalent control groups were explained, and rules were given

for converting scores from non - nonmed tests into NCEs. The last tape was

on the special regression Models Cl and C2, and included discussions of

how a regression line is derived and how the gain is measured in both the

regression-discontinuity and regression-projection models.

4Copies available from the Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evalua-
tion, U.S. Office of 'Education, 400 Maryland Ayenue, S:W., Washington, D.C.,

20202.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PAPERS

Models to which Paper is Applicable

6
- Norm- Control-, Special'

Referenced Group Regression

Title of Paper and Brief Description Al
/
A2 B1 B2 Cl C2

Psychometric and Interpretational Problems X X X
with Grade-Equivalent Scores - Summarizes
anomalies inherent in G-E scores and problems
with their use to measure project gains.

Interpreting NCEs - Explains rationale of X X X X X X
Normal Curve Equivalent, scores and how to
use them for project evaluation and reporting
gains.

The Regression Effect - Gives the theoretical k X X
basis of the regression effect error, and de-
tails how and Why it requires use of separate
selection and pretest measures in Model A,
special care in selecting treatment and con-
trol groups in Model B.

Selecting a Norm-Referenced Test - Ptesents X X X'

guidelines ,for choosing an appropriate test
to use in norm-referenced evaluations.

Characteristics of Eight Commonly Used, X X X

Nationallyffetmed Tests - Summarizes what
forms and nvels are available, when testing
must be done to canticle with normative data
points, what score conversions are needed.

Out-of-Level Testing - Discusses when out-
.

of-level testing is appropriate, how to con-
vert out-of-level raw scores to in-level
percentile scores.

X

Local Norms - Explains how local norming X
samples, can be obtained anc tested.

Types of Test Scores - Summarizes the dif- X X X
ferenttypes of scores and their uses.

Score Conversions - Gives. instructions
for using publishers' norms tables to
convert raw scores to standard scores, to
percentiles, etc;
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Title of Paper and Brief Description

Composite Scores - Tells how to combine
several measures to get selection/pretest

-scores in Model C.

Criterion - Referenced Tests - Explains

prOperties of criterion-referenced and
norm-referenced tests, how non-normed
tests can be used with each of the models.

Statistical Adjustments for Nonequivalent
Control Groups - Presents the rationale

and instructions for use of the covariance
alysis and principal-axis adjustments.

Collecting Achievement Test Data - Out-
lines essential procedures for proper ad-
ministration of tests.

Common Evaluation Hazards - Gives capsule
summaries of twelve methodological mis-

takes that frequently invalidate results.

Test Floor and Ceiling Effects
5
- Provides

guidelines for identifying presence of
ceiling and floor effects, and choosing
an appropriate test level.

Selecting Students for Title I Projects
5

-

Describes effects of student selection
procedures on each of the evaluation
models.

Assessing the Adequacy of Normative Data
5

-

Tells how to judge the adequacy of test.
norms in terms of representativeness and
freedom from bias.

Factors that Influence Test Results
5

-

Discusses sources of spurious results
in testing, and ways of avoiding them.

Models to which Paper is Applicable

Norm- Control- Special

Referenced Group Regression

Al A2 '111 B2

) X

x-

X X

X X X X

X

X X

x x x x x -x
A

X X

X X

X

X X

X X

X

X X

X X

X

XX1XX

5Developed,after the workshops to meet expressed needs.
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These presentations, given by members of the workshop staff, were

essentially similar to the detailed sessions on each model given at

the workshopd. As in the Arkshops, diagrams were used to illustrate

the conceptual basis of the models. Special video techniques allowed

. implementation rules to be superimposed on the screen while staff mem-

bers were explaining them;

Each State received one-set of videotapes, in cassette or reel-to-

reel format, whichever SEA personnel specified as appropriate for their

playback equipment.

Overhead transparencies. Each State was also provided with one set

of overhead transparencies identical to those used by RMC staff-throughout

the workshops. The transparencies included:

Copies of forms to use in showing how they were to be filled in.

Ruled for implementing each of the evaluation models.

Diagrams illustrating such things as how the no-treatment expec-

tation is deriVed from percentile growth curves in Model A, hdw

the covariance anc4rincipal axis adjustments affect Model B,

or how.the no-treatment expectation is obtained irom the compari-
i

son group regresdion line in Model C.

Ariswer keys for the problem sets.

In addition to the set of transparencies given to each State, every person

attending received, in his materials.binder, a set of paper copies of all

the transparencies. Participants could use these copies to follow alOng

and take notes during the workshop presentations, or they could use them to

generate additional transparencies.
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IV. REVISION OF MATERIALS

Once the workshops were completed, the second major task under the

contract was the revision of the training materials, including, the forms
AI' '

and instructians themselves, as well as the technical papers: During

the sessions, participants had provided RMC staff with considerable feed-

back on the usefulness of the materials, and these comments and sugges-

tions were most helpful during$the revision process.

Comments and Suggestions from Workshop Participants

The reactions of participants to the elements of the system itself

were basically similar to those encountered during the visits to SEAs in
or

the previtous year. (For a full'account of these visits, the reader is

referred to Bessey, Rosen, Chiang, & Tallmadge, 1976.) Many SEA repre-

sentatives were pleased with the possibilities that the system appeared

to offer for improving the evaluation practices. Of these, some were

eager to begin working with the models as soon as they could; others were

somewhat apprehensive-about"the extent of the changes they would have to

make in their present evaluation procedures and whether they had the.ex-

pertise and resources to accomplish these changes successfully.'Both

groups were anxious to get as much training as possible. Finally, there

were a few States that viewed the system as having little to offertbeyond

what their present evaluation practices could'already do for them. These

people were interested in learning how .they. could adapt or modify the

system to produce minimum interference with -their own, and to demand the

least additional effort in order to meet eventual Federal reporting re-

quirements:.

Response to presentations. Regardless of their feeling's about the

evaluation sysitem, participants were generally positive in their reactions

to the manner in which material was presented during th three-day work-

shops. They were particularly impreised with the materia s that had been

designed to aid them in their own training efforts. While oet felt that .

the workshops had been extremely valuable, however, it wee also clear that

few were equipped to absorb all that was covered during the three days.
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It appeared that a very important function of the sessions,-in fact, was
A

to make participants aware of the areas where they would need to seek

furtheikelp and to work closely with their Technical Assistance Centers.

Suggestions for the system. The SEA personnel had a number of sug-

gestionsto offer on how certain aspects of the system'(maioly the 'report-

ing of general, rather than impact, inforMation) might be mollified to

match more closely their current practices or to make their data collec-

tion job more manageable. One comment, for example, was that using a full-

time equivalent count of students served would place too great a cord-

keeping burden on projects and would.not produce reliable data. The need

for consistency in the definitions of terms used in'the forms fo the

Title,I evaluation and reporting system, and other forms SEAs and EAs

are required to submit, was also pointed out.

There were also a few suggestions for improving some of the impact
-

reporting forms. For instance, during the problem-set 'sessions several

(\N.

participants pointed out that whenever a project' summary form required

worksheets to be completed before a certain number could be filled in,

a brief instruction to that effect should appear on the summary form it-

self, not just in the instructions. In' general, participants seemed to

feel that the more self - explanatory -the forms could be madei the better.

This had ,been a guiding principle of forms development originally, So such

suggestions could be easily incorp(Aated. 10

Revision'of Forms and Instructions

The revisions that were made in the forms and instructions were

intended to reflect the most..,up-to-date information and suggestions
) -

from SEAs about what kind of reporting forms and documentation would

be most workable for them. It was recognized that any "final" forms

.WOuld be changed still further in the process of government clearance,

etc., but the revised versions developed after the workshops would rep-

resent the completion of RMC's developmental effort. There were two

main activities invo in the revision of the forms and instructions:

it
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'(1) a terminology review, which led to changes in the terms and defini-

tions psed in the system; and (2) ,discussions of other issues with im7

pact on how data were to be collected, broken down, and reported.- These

activities, are described in the following sections.

Terminology review. As a number of SEA represeitatives had pointed -

t .

out in the workshops, the usage of some terms in the Title I forms and

instructions varied from the usage in other currently required forms,

which was derived from the official handbooks published by the National

Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), Washington, D.C. It Was decided

that an attempt should be made to achieve as much consistency as possible

between the forms and instructions and the NCES standards. Copies of the

relevant NCES handbooks were obtained, and were searched for definitions

of all terms that appeared in the glossary of the Title I evaluation

and reporting system, and of all major terms in the forms. The volumes

included in this review were:

Harris, Y. Y., & Seibert, I. N. The State Education- ency (VII).

1975.

Property Accounting (III) (Draft). 1974.

Putnam, J. F. Student/pupil accounting (V). 1974.

Putnam, J. F., & Chismore, W. D. Standard terminology for
curriculum and instruction in local and State school systems
(IV). 1970..

Roberts, C. T. Staff accounting (IV). 1974.

Roberts, C. T., & Lichtenberger, A. R. Financial accounting (II).

1973. . 4

Seibert, I. N. Educational technology (X). 1975.

4 For each term from the glossary or the forms, a check was made to

see (1)' whether there was an official NCES definition of the term, and

(2) whether thdt definition was inconsistent with the definition proposed

in the system. In general,the recommendations for standardizing the Title

I terminologY to that of NCES were based upon the following guidelines: "

If a term in. the forms and instructions was not an NCES term,

no revisions (other than editing) were recommended.
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If an.NCES term appeared in the forms and instructions and had

a definition inconsistent with NCES' usage, a new term was

recommended.

If a term unique to the forms and instructions could be replaced

an already existing NCES term and the definitions were con

6 sistent, it was recommended that the NCES term be adopted.

If a similar term appeared in both the NCES' handbook and the

forms and instructions, an alternate definition might be recom

mended to preserve the unique purpose ofthe term.

If a term 110 become obsolete because of's proposed revision, .

it was recorded that the term be deleted.

Other issues. Several other issues relevant to revision of the

forms and instructions had arisen during the course of the workshop

project.* These issues, and their resolution, are discussed in the ,

following sections.

1. How to-count student participants--Several different break
,

downs of student participation were requested in the proposed report

ing system. The counts of students included:

a. The number of students served by TAle.I

each service area (form B-1). ,

each grade and i

b. The number of students in each project (form B-3).

c. The number of students at each grade level in each project

(form B-5).

These counts were requested at the buts ding level and at other re

porting levels. ,There was a variety of ways-to define how these counts

could be computed. The choice of which definition to use depended on both

42
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\
practical considerations and the purposes for which the data were to be

collected. In addition to providing information about the number of stu-

dents served at various levels, the participation counts would be used

to calculate project cost per pupil and to judge the adequacy of the size

of the'evalnation.sample. Thus, it was important that the method used
4

to compute the participation counts produce data compatible with these

purposes.

The advantages and disadvantages of using each of the following

definitions were reviewed

full-time equivalents

average Title I membership

average Title I attendance

a continuous body count

I

It was decided that a body count was not suitable to use in deter-
.

mining average project cost per pupil or in assessing the adequacy of

the data sample. Furthermore, aggregating body-count data at each re-

porting level would produce duplicated counts.

Full-time equivalent counts were an unattractive choice because,

as workshop participants had pointed out, they required the,largest

amount of_4record keeping. Also, it was doubtful that any satisfactOry

definition of a full-time-equivalent Title I student could be found.

In addition, counting the number of students with test data in FTE

units to judge data representativeness would be conceptually unsatis-

factory to many system users and would probably result in more errors.

Computing average attendance'data would provide very similar parti-

cipation figures' to those in FTE units, butwou d not equire as much

record keeping. However, the use of either. average a tendance or FTE

units to compute costs would produce overestimates of the amount of money

spent on pupils in a project and the adequacy of a project's data sample

was likely to be overestimated when judgments were based on attendance.

The most prothising method for computing paqicipation counts ap-

pea'red to be the use of average Title I membership. Membership counts
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would be less difficult and time consuming to calculate than attendance

or FTE counts. Membership figures would be more appropriate to use in

computing project-Cost per student and in deciding the adequacy of the

size of the data sample. Unlike body-count data, average membership-
.

counts when aggregated would not becomeduplicated. For these reasonse

it was concluded that average Title I enrollment would be the most use-

ful type of participation data to collect in the reporting system.

2.. What, if any, cost data should be collected - -At the time when

the workshops were conducted, the system called for project cost infor-

mation on the LEA-level impact forms.' Only a gross breakdown-was re-

quired ,(Title I funds, other supplementary funds, and total), and LEAs

were not required to follow any specific accounting practices to arrive

at the numbers they provided. Nothing as sophisticated as a resource

cost approach (which would be the only way the figures could be made

comparable across different parts ofthe country) was even hinted at.

It seemed impossible, within the scope of the system? to collect

sophisticated cost statistics. There appeared to be two reasons why the

collecting of cost information should either be abanddned or postponed

until. more adequate cbai-accounting procedures could be prescribed. The

first reason was that the data provided might be so, crude and error-laden
o

as to bear little relationship to the truth. The second reason was that

the data might be over-interpreted, leading to unfair cost-effectiveness
-

comparisons among projects.

<7

While neither'of these possibilities could be denied, it was felt

that there would be .a substantial correlation between the cost data

actually reported, and those that would be reported under an idealsys-

tem. Thus the data would have some utility. Some overinterpretation

_of the data would be likely, regardless,of all the cautions that might

be offered. It was concluded, lit.ttver, that the benefits to3 be gained

from comparisons that did not go beyond the precision 'of the data could
0

outweigh the negative impacts of comparisons that did exceed those

limits'. V
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3. What subject breakdown to use for impact data--Originally the -''

system requested information on two types of cognitive skills--verbal and

numerical. This breakdown was'used both for reporting pupil participa-
.

'tion by project area and for reporting impact. While the categories ver-

bal and numerical were considered adequate for administrative purposes

such as reporting pupilAoarticipation, there were several alternatives

that sOme felt offered a more useful breakdown of information for report-

ing impact. It was pointed out,.for example, that the terminology used

for impact reporting purposes should be meaningful and appropriate in terms

of cu riculum and of measurement. For this reason, a change from "numer-
/

al" to the more familiar "mathematics" was recommended. In the verbal

area there was some question as to what sort of breakdown should be used.

"Verbal" covered several more or less clearly defined subfect areas, which

could be specified individually. The disadvantage of "verbal" was that

it did not isolate certain subcategories that were clearly identifiable

and were of fnterest to decision makers, the most important of these being.

reading.

There appeared to be no reason why reading could not be successfully

broken out as a separate categoiry. It was unambiguously defined both as

a curriculum areo*and as a measurement area. Since so much effort within

Title I focused upon the improvement of reading skills, it would-be use-

ful to know how many pupils were receiving services in this area. Fur-

thermore, when achievement test data. were reported, a separate category

for rea ing would mean that the results aggregated there were all derived

from read mg tests and represented the outcomes of instruction in read-
.

ing. More meaningful interpretations could be made of the information

in the "Achievement Gains by Project Characteristics" matrix on form S-5,

because comparisons could be clearly specified as invilving reading proj-
,

ects.only. Therefore it was decided that impact data should be catego-

rized into, "Reading," "Language Arts Other than Reading," and "Mathematics."

4. Whether to aggregate project impact data by grade_level or across

grade levels -- Impact data were to be aggregated at the State level on two

forms, S-4 and S-5. One would provide achievement data by grade level

across the State; the other would give statewide achievement gains by

p1
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project characteristics. The question of how impact data should be aggre-

gated involved mainly the gains-by-pro ct-characteristics matrix on S-5.

There were two possibilities:

Option 1-- Aggregating gains by project characteristics across

grade levels.

OptiOn 2--Aggregating gains by project characteristics sep-

arately for each grade level.

Requiring both aggregations was not considered because of the burden it

would place upon State personnel, who would simply have to break down the

same data in two different ways.

Aggregating pins by project characteiistics across grade levels was

the procedure originally used in the system. On form S-5, NCE gains,

broken down into six ranges, would be Teported for four types of project

characteristics: hours of instruction per week, total hours of instruc-

tion, instructor-to-student ratio, and cost per student. Requiring that

gains be aggregated separately for each grade level would have meant that

.States would fill out form S-5 once for each grade level at which achieve--

ment data were reported. This would entail as many as 12 or 13 S-5 forms

for each State, depending on how many grade levels included' cognitively

oriented Title' activities. Although this would obviously mean more work

for State personnel, it would also provide more information. In decid-

ing which procedure to require within the system, it was necessary to con-

sider whether the more detailed breakdown would have enough usefulness

to decision makers to be worth the extra effort.

The most critical requirement was that the ns reported be as re-
-

liable as possible. Small sample sizes could threat n the interpretabil-
,

ity.of gains from many Title I projects as it was; breaking results down

by grade level would simply exacerbate this problem. In many cases, the

gains reported would represent fewer than 30 children, making the likeli-

hood much greater that random errors would distort the true picture of

a project's grade-level impact. On the other hand', gains reported for
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tan entire project would represent the maximum number of children, allow-

Zing greater confidence that the figure for, each project was not distorted

y random errors, but was an ac urate reflection of the instrU ional

treatment's true impact. It was therefore recommended that a gregation

of gains by Pioject across grade levels be continued.

5. Whether to add a summary of total-project data--The possibility

of using "project Vectors" represented an altogether new addition to the

system. A project vector might look something like the following:

#4328 GR 4-6 LA 70 S/G TH 75 I/4S $285 3NCE

This,would translate to,: "Project Number 4328 provides 'language arts

other than reading instruction to students in grades 4 through 6 with

an average enrollment of 70 students per grade. The, treatment is 2.5

hours per week for a total of75 hours per year. There.is one instruc-

,,,.....r for every 4 students and per -pupil cost is $285. The pr6ject pro-

d a gain' of 3 NCEs."

Such vectors would be quite simple for a computer to produce. The

task would place a considerable clerical burden on SEAs that did not

generate their report data by computer. However, with minimum redesign

of the LEA reporting form L-13, all the vector informaiion'could be ar-

ranged in an easily transcribable format.

Since the State reporting forms S-4 and S -5 provided ho total-
_

project data, it was recommended that project Vectbrs be incorporated

into the system. 'This resulted in the addition of a nest reporting foni'

i at the State level, form S-6. ,

Technical Papers

The 14 technical papers that were produced as-part of the training
o

materials for the workshops were described in Chapter III of this reports

After the workshops had been completed; these technical papers were re-

vised. In addition, four new technical papers were produced, making a

tal-Of 18.
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Revised technical a ers New, revised versions were produCed for

the 14 original technic :l papers. Revisions were based on comments and

suggestions from persons within USOE, from Technical.Assistince Celiter

staff, and from thoge;mho attended the workshops. Some of the technical

papers had only minor editorial changes; ink other cases-major revisions ?

or additions of new material were made.,

New technical papers. Four new technical papers were also added

to the system. These dealt with subjects that, from observations

those attending the workshops, appeared to need more extensive treatme t

_yin the system docirtation.

A new paper entitled Test Floor and Ceiling Effects deals with the

problems caused by these effects and how to avoid them. Several methOds

are discussed for,detecting the interference of the floor and ceiling

when analyzing a group's test scores, and tables appended to the paper

show percenEile levels at which floor and ceiling effects occur on eight

commonly used, nationally normed tests. The principles discussed apply

to all tests; however. This paper is intended to help evaluators in

choosing a test level that will be appropriate for their Title I group,

and should he useful in)connection with all of the models.

A second paper, Selecting Students for Title I Protects, explains

how the implementation rules for each of the three models affect the

method of selecting Title I participants. It'discusses the 'practical

implications of model-dictated restrictions--for examplei%the fact that

the pretest cannot be used to select treatment group participants in

Model A, but must be so used in Model C.

Assessing the Adequacy of Normative Data discusses aspects of the

norming prpc&lures that should be examined when selecting a -referenced

test, in order to judge the' adequacy of eig)norms. Among he topics in-

cluded are freedom from bias in the norming sample, size f the.sampTe,

and some Qf the sources of problems faced by test producer trying to ob-
.

tain uniTilased norms. The considerations outlined in this paper apply in

judging the adequacy of either nationally or locally developed tests.
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The fourth paper, Factors that Influence Test Results, examines some

of the things that contribute to a student's test score. It considers
,

the role of actual knowledge and of test wiseness. Guessing and other

7 testtaking strategies are.discussed, as well as situational factors and

administrative procedures that can exert spurious influeriges on scores.

Recommendations are made on'how to avoid these problems or how to mini
.

mize their biasing influences.

Revision of the User's Guide

The User'sbGuide to the system was also revised. 'In addition to

minor changes in the various chapters, a new chapter entitled "Trouble

shooting and 'Refinements" was produced. This chapter discusses some addi

tional analyses that local evaluators may wish to undertake in adlit-ign

to following the requiremepts of implementing the particular model chosen.

It also "'discusses steps that may be taken to "salvage" \evaluations that

have been incorrectly implemented or flawed in some other way (e.g., test
pm

ceilings or floors are encountered).

Some new appendices were also added, and the tables for converting

percentiles to NCEs and vice versa were revised to show all numbers to'

two significant figures. This meant that percentiles and NCEs from 1,to

9 were carried out to one decimal place, while all -others were shown as

whole numbers.

O
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V. CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Training Problems and Issues

Duffing the course of the workshops, much was learned about the prob-
.

lems'and the complexities of running an intensive training program,n a

nationwide scale. Some of this experience is summarized in the following

sections.

Diversity of participants' expertise. The major problem facing the
cv

.

workshop staff was how to deal with a range of different levels of exper-

tise and different interests. Part of the problem here was that the,aiount

of knowledge each participant would bring to the workshops was not known

beforehand. All that was known was 'that there would Ipe a great variety.

In the face of this situation, it was decided that the best approach would

be to plan the opening presentations for persons with little knowledge

of the models and little background in the technical aspects of evaluation.

For such persons, the sessions should be understandable and helpful, while

for those with more sophisticated training they shOuld at least provide
.

a useful summary of the system.

Once the overviews were finished, the plan was to individualize the

curriculum,by dividing the groups into parallel sessions for administra-

tors and evaluators, and by further subdividing these sessions into small-

group tutorials. The first division was definitely essential; interest-

ingly enough, the second division did not appear to be. As discussed in

Chapter III, these small-group tutorials were often not actually used;

rather, the adminietrator and evaluator sessions seemed to be sufficiently-

individ a1ized as they were. This was perhaps due partly to, the feet that

two or three RMt staff members were always present at each parallel ses-

sion. Thus, for example, if a problem set was being completed in'an eval-

uator session, several staff members could circulate among the trainees

to answer individuif questions, even as one staff member was taking the

whole group through the problems using overhead transparencies to display

the answers.
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It seems likely that the reason why the small-group tutorials were

not as useful as anticipated was that, despite the variety in their train-

ing and interests, the participants were practically all approaching the

system as a new development. Many of the SEA personnel had been briefly

introduced to the system during the site visits a yeir before. However,

few actually had experience using ehe models, or even in formulating def-

inite plans for implementation, Undoubtedly if those attending had been

further alongin their own use of the system, there would have been more

demand for small-group 4pessions focusing on particular lo6al.problems and

issues. ''As it was, the evaluators and, to an even greater extent, the

administrators, seemed to share a number of common concerns, which could

be most satisfactorily dealt within the single sessions designed for each

group.

Allocation of time. ,Another question about theiraining strategy

involved the allocation of time. How much time was to be spent on each

of the technical points was determined basically by their relative impor-

tance and anticipated usefulness 'to participants. Thus, for example,

more time was spent,on Model Al, which was likely to be the most widely

used model. A second and more difficult, aspect of 'this question involved

how to allocate time between presentations by workshop staff and questions

or commentlifrom the audience.. Because of the large amount of material

to be covered, most of the'time was originally assigned to presentations.

Allowance was always made, however, for questions to be asked at the end

of each presentation. Since the technical material was generally new to

most participants, staff members felt that they had been successful if

i
there( were a few technical questions, but not.too m y. While some ques-

t

tines could indicate that trainees had acquired a ood basic grasp of the

subject, a large number of questions, particularly elementary questions,

signaled that the presentation had failed to give the listeners an ade- .

quate understanding of the material.

As-the workshops' progressed, it became apparent that participants

savored having a large general session open to questions at the end of

the last day. The original plan -for that afternoon was to have small-

group tutorials on issues of interest to various groups of participants.
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By the last day, however, the groups seemed to want to meet together

and to air their various questions and cdmments. The tutorial sessions

were therefore dropped in order to provide a whole -group question-and-
,

answer session.

. Miscellaneous training problems. One fact that became clear during

the workshops was that the amount of preparation required should not be

underestimated. 'Staff members spent many days writing technical papers;

devising problem sets; designing graphs, drawings, and diagrams for the

overhead transparencies; and preparing their presentdtions for the video-

tapes and for the workshops themselves. Needless to say, the presenta-

tions improved with practice at eacth successive session. Another aspect

of the' preparation effort was the arrangement of all necessary support

services. In.addition to the efforts of the traveling workshop staff,

one lull-time coordinator was required to handle tlie hotel reservations,

airline tickets, reimbursements, and the printing, packing, and shipping

of materials.

Another factor that should not be underestimated'is the importance

of good facilities. The best efforts to produce top-notch materials and "08.

polished presentations can be negated if workshop participafits cannot see

or hear them easily. In some cases, diffict4ties were encountered in

getting screens, chalk or erasers, etc. There were some rooms where the

heating or air conditioning made so much noise that a microphone had to

be used-13A inconvenience when one is also moving around, using a point-

er, or trying to change overhead transparencies.. Despite careful attempts

to ensure adequate facilities in advance, meeting roams were not always

ideal. At one workshop, the agreed-upon conference room was apparently

preempted by a larger group, and the hotel offered a/substitute room that

was too small. Fortunately, the session was able to be moved to confer-

ence facilities kindly offered by the regional Technical Assistance Cen-

ter. In another case,. the meeting rooms were so cold that people sat in

'''their coats, as the heating system tried vainly to cope with unusually

harsh winter weather.

The bestway to avoid unpleasant surprises with the conference facil-

ities is to inspect them in person or to choose hotels that are already

52
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known to staff members. In.three of the ten workshop locations; this was

posSible, and the'facilities were entirely satisfactory. If this is not
/

possible, it is a good idea to get as uch detailed information as pop - -.

sible about the meetintrooms. For examples actual. room dimensions'should
..,

be _requested., rather than just the hotel's estimate of how many people

the room will seat.

Materials and equipment are as important as facilities. Arrange-
.

ments for microphone, podium, pereen,Jbleckboard, etc., should be clear-

ly confirmed. Among the materials used in presenting these workshops,

the ove e d projector was one of the most valuable. The transparencies

were 1 rge, bright, and easy to see. They appeared to be extremely useful

)

......."

in h ping participants J visualize and remember the concepts underlying

the odels, and to uncle §tapd practical examples. Another advantage was

that the ilustiations of technical material could be carefully made
...

up

ahead of time, rather than astily drawn on a chalkboard while a presen-

tation was in progress. When impromptu illustrations were needed in the
r

midst of a presentation or in response to a, question, special pens could

be used to draw or write on blank transparencies. Chalkboards were some-
-,

times, used as a supplement to the overhead transparencies, but they were

found to be less effective--toO small, poorly lighted,'andjn general more

difficult to see. Another useful aid was the set of hard copies of the

transparencies that was included in each person's binder.

Cost of Training

The cost of providing three days of workshop training for represen-

tatives of all SEAs is summarized in Table 2. The figures for materials

provided to each State are kept separate from those for items provided

\.c) each participant. The former materials were, in fact, intended for

use by State personnel in conducting their own training efforts, rather

. than for use as a part of the workshops.

As can be seen from Table 2, the combined cost of travel and per

diem expenses was the largest part of the expense for individual patti-

cipants, averaging nearly $212 per person. Materials costs averaged
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP COSTS

)
Total Costs Unit Costs

MATERIALS (600 seti

Binders 1,480

Index dividers 587

Sheet protectors 259

Buttons 116

Forms and Instructions 3,225

Problem sets 1,167 °

Technical Papers 5,725

Transparencies (hard copies) 936
User's Guide 1,565

AM,

Total. 4 $15,060 $ 25.10/se

TRAVEL (for 167 participants reimbursed by RMC)
Air 17,465

Local- 3,221

Total $20,686 $123.86/participant

PER .DIEM (jpir 1.67 participants reimbursed by gMC)

Meals/Lodging $14,705

I

MISCELLANEOUS (for 300 workshops attendees)
Telephone 1,016

Postage 980

Staff Mileage 212

Xerox 557

Supplies 391

Screen rental 24

Hotel facilities rental 500
Refreshments (coffee break) 1,890

Total $ 5,570

.°)$ 88.05/participant

$ 18.57/attendee

STATE COSTS (57 sets)
Transparencies 1,343

Videotapes 10,492

Total . $11,835 $207.63/state

GRAND TOTAL

vyk

$67,856,_
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$25 per, person, and miscellaneous costs another $19. Extra materials

were produced, allowing each State to be given additional sets for use

in their own training. .©

Costs not shown in Table 2 were basically the salaries and travel

expenies of the'five-persons on the workshop instructional team, one

full-time scheduling and materials coordinator, and office support staff.

No.

es.
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Alabama

RDA Hildreth

David Nettles
Edward Spears

Alaska

Ruth Harris

Steven Hole
Lawrence Schutt

Arizona

Donald Kearns
Gary Mossman

Arkansas

Dean Andrew
Robert Kerr

1

Clarence Morr s

o California

Edward Bispo
Manual Ceja
James Fulten
Claude Hansen
Jane. Vinson

Colorado

Robert Cheuvront
Terry Lawson
Barry Shaffer
Charles Shaffer

Connecticut

Alice Bordonaro
Ernestine Brown
James Burke
Shirley Foster

° Patrick PrOctor
Edward Ricciuti

APPENDIX

ESEA TITLE I EVALUATION WORKSHOPS

1976 - 1977

SEA Participant List

Delaware

Atwood Badman
William Corkle
Edwin Skinner

Janet Wall

A

District of Columbia

June Bland
Jan Dell Conley
Earl Hunter

lorida

Robert Friedian
Halley B. Lewis
Rolland Mielke
Juanita Parks
Clyde Stevens
James Temple

Georgia

R. C. Beemon
Sarah Moore
William Tidwell

Susan Underwood
Ann White

Hawaii

Pao-Ming Tchou
Rose Yamada
Harold Wilfong

Idaho

Michael Brunner

Donald Carpenter
Ruth Sydell
John.,Iaggart
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Illinois

Norman Stenzel

Paul Taubr
-Connie Wise

Indiana

John Heseman
Barbara Pashos
William Strange
Fausto Vergara

Iowa

Gilbert Hewett
Oliver Himley
Ronald Huff

Kansas

Jayanne Angell
Kenneth Gentry
Donald Hardesty
Ann Harrison
William Lange

Kentucky,

Jacqueline Cantrell
William Field
Donald Hart
Donald Van Fleet

Louisiana

Virginia Gerace
Elizabeth Hensley
Charles Jarreau
Richard Owen

Maine

Donald Christie
Charles .Cosgrove

Donald Graham
Donald Zambri

1
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SEA Participant List (continued)

Maryland

Eugene Adcock
Charle4Burns
GeorgeLisby
Lisa Spurrier
Joan Stevenson
Percy Williams,

Massachusetts

Jack Bapti'st
Robert Consalvo
John Howell
Robert Reid
Richard Zusman

David Donovan
Eugene Paslov
Daniel Schooley

Minnesota

Clyde Bezanson

Mississippi

A. C. Bilbo
Albert Comfort
Frank Drummonds
R. B. DuBoise
W. L. Herd
Samuel Parker

MiSsouri,

Charles Blackman
Gary Brummitt
John Jones
Amos Morris
Ruth Pair
Donald Snyder,

Montana

Daniel Ferriter
Dean Lindahl
Jay McCallum
Robert Ruthemeyer
Gerald Shanley

Nebraska

Elizabeth Alfred
Jack Baillie
Douglas Colberg
Ervin DeBoer
Jess Medina
Mert Smith

Nevada

Richard Gunkei
R. H. Mathers
Harold Sayler

New Hampshire

Michael Brophy
YCKffightBlack/
Richard, Hodges

New Jersey

Thomas Corcoran.
Sherwood Gordon
Eugene Mason
Joseph Moore

New Mexico

Livie Duran .

Charles,Epler
Gilbert Uartinez
Paul Rost
Carol toss

, Kerry Wenger

New York

George Cronk
William Flannigan
Jack House
Paul Hughes

North Carolina

John Bolton
William Brown
H. T. Cotner
Gerald Donnely
William Hennis
Weaver Rogers
Harold Webb
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North Dakota

Warren Borchert
Alton Koppang
David Lee
Minard McCrea
Ronald Torgeson

Ohio

Arlie Cox
Carl Evans
Ken Taylor

Oklahoma

Yarned Casey

Frank Hobbs
Edward Huey

Maxwell

Oregon

Gordon Ascher
Fred Buehling

Robert Clemmer
Jerry Fuller
Mark Greene
Marshall Herron
Barbara Hunt

Pennsylvania

Frank Reardon
Thomas Schurtz
Greg Shannon

Rhode Island

Gini Bilotti
Mary Lynne Bourque
Henu.D'Aloisio
Pat DeVito
Gladys Thomas
Phillip Zarlengo

South Carolina

'Garlan Hicks ,

Charles Statler
Lane Tfanthen
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SEA Participant List (continued)

South Dakota

Clint Berndt
Dennis Gibbs
Robert Travis

Tennessee

Joleta Reynolds
Chris Satterfield'
William Tomlinson

Texas

Frank Contreras
Richard Hardebeck
Joseph Lopez
Oren Po age

Marvin Veseika

Utah

Jay Donaldson
David Nelson

Vermont
.

Gerry Asselin(j
Marshall Knight

Virginia

L. Bruce Johnson
W. H. McCann
W. E. Newell

Washington

Marion Cupp
Hulten

Daniel Organ
John Schlotsfeldt

o

West Virginia

Charles Duffy
Edward Moran
David Purdy
Robert Taylor
James Thompson
Philip Thornton\

Wisconsin

Clemllnime
Frank Burkholder
Frank Evans
Gail Krc

Wyoming

George Bohl
Jerry Lewis
Kathleen Verville

AmerickSamoa

Sili Atuatasi
Carol Golanbeski
L.-Tagoilelago

Guam

Joseph Cruz
Anthony Kallingal'
Lillian Lujan

Puerto Rico

Marta Barros
Blanca Cacho
Fanny Freytes
Domingo Ortiz
Aida Rodriguez
Vidal Velez Serras

Trust Territory
of the Pacific

Edward Klingberg
Birch Robisdn
Damian Sohl

Virgin Islands

Austin Donovan
Janet Griffeth

Agatha Jarvis
Kurt Komives

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Verna BelgarAe
Jan Dreibilbis
Sandra.Fox
Rob Hall
Gene Kilght
William tong
Noel MalOne
Paul Melc ir

Heinz Meye
Stewart Munz

.Tom Patterson
Gilbert Rogers
Neil Reece
Anriabell,Rosenbluth

Earl Yeahquo -

MOTE: Each SEA was invited to send up to three participants whose ex-
penses would be covered by RMC under-the terms of the contract.
Additional participahts attended at their own expense..
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